
Bea's Blooms
30.5” X 31.5”
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You Will Need:

A Fat Quarter Bundle of In The Meadow Fabrics 
or

 Fats or ¼ yards of 8 assorted white background prints plus
 2 red, 2 pink, 2 blue & 2 yellow prints 

Fabric for your binding

1 Yard for your backing fabric

5” Hexie Template is optional but makes cutting quicker and easier, I like the
Hexie Half Set from Riley Blake

Basic quilting supplies 
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Cutting:

This quilt is composed entirely of Hexies. They are called half–hexies because

each one is made from 2 halves on different rows, that when stitched together

look just like a regular hexie, and are so simple to put together. 

All you need to cut for this quilt are half hexie's , and a few of what I am going to

call quarter hexies , they are used on either end of each row only, and are a half

hexie cut in half. You can purchase a template for cutting, the 5” half hexie or

trace the pattern we have provided onto freezer paper, or template plastic and

use that as your template. Cut exactly as is, there is no seam allowance added.

Always cut in pairs, you will need 2 of a print, so cutting this way will ensure that

you have a match. Also on the fabrics that are directional, you will want a mirror

image cut, so that you can keep the fabric print right side up (see pic below). The

easiest way to do this is to fold your fabric in half width wise, than cut through

the both layers, this will automatically give you a mirror image pair. 
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• Cut 7 pairs of half hexies from each of 8 different background prints, this

will give you a total of 14 half Hexies of each fabric and a grand total of 112

( you will only use 108 so this gives a few for mistakes).

• Cut 5 quarter hexies from each of the 8 fabrics ( this also gives you a little

wiggling room, you will use 36 in the quilt)

• Cut 4 pairs of half hexies from your 2 pink fabrics, 2 blue fabrics, and 2 red

fabrics, so in other words a total of 8 half hexies from each print. 

• Cut 2 pairs of half hexies from your 2 yellow fabrics, for a total of 4 half

hexies of both prints. 

Layout:

The KEY to this quilt is making the complete layout before starting stitching and

keeping it organized in your favorite way as you go. The fabric placement makes

this quilt! So layout all of your half hexies and quarter hexies as you would like

them, on the floor or on a design board. Follow my pictures exactly for the layout

of the color hexies to create the flowers accurately. 
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Each row(there are 18 rows)will start and end with a quarter Hexie, and have 9

Half Hexies across. I suggest marking each piece with its place, Like the 1st piece

would be R1-1, the next rows 1st piece would be R2-1, does that make sense? You

can also take lots of photos on your phone, however you would like to keep track

is great, and super important for stitch this quilt with ease. 
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Stitching:

Use 1/4” seam throughout

Stitch all pieces together, starting with pairs, than pairs together and so on until

you have complete rows. Press all seams on the same row to the same direction,

alternating directions every row. For example, press all even rows to the right and

all odd rows to the left. Pressing in opposing directions will help to line up the

rows together perfectly, the seams will fit together like puzzle pieces.
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Next stitch rows together in pairs, aligning each seam and pinning where they

meet. Because you have pressed the seams in opposing directions, you will be

able to feel them butt up against one another and know that they are lined up

perfectly. Press the row seams either direction, either way is fine now. 
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Continue stitching rows together, combining 2 pair sets and so on until the top is

completely together. Wasn't that simple? 

Now you are ready to quilt and bind. One of the reasons I like this quilt so much

is it is really simple to machine quilt on your regular sewing machine. I stitched

1/8” out side of all of the seams, using my foot and the seams as a guide. 

Tutorial by Piper's Girls

www.pipersgirls.com  @pipersgirls

Use #pipersgirls , we love to see your work!
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